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On the Newton Line of a Quadrilateral

Paris Pamfilos

Abstract. We introduce the idea of the conjugate polygon of a point relative
to another polygon and examine the closing property of polygons inscribed in
others and having sides parallel to a conjugate polygon. Specializing for quad-
rangles we prove a characterization of their Newton line related to the possibility
to inscribe a quadrangle having its sides parallel to the sides of a conjugate one.

1. Introduction

Given two quadranglesa = A1A2A3A4 and b = B1B2B3B4 one can ask
whether it is possible to inscribe in the first a quadranglec = C1C2C3C4 hav-
ing its sides parallel to corresponding sides of the second. It is also of importance
to know how many solutions to the problem exist and which is their structure. The
corresponding problem for triangles is easy to solve, well known and has relations
to pivoting around a pivot-point of which there are twelve in the generic case ([9,
p. 297], [8, p. 109]). Here I discuss the case of quadrangles and insome extend
the case of arbitrary polygons. While in the triangle case the inscribed one issimi-
lar to a given triangle, for quadrangles and more general polygons this is nomore
possible. I start the discussion by examining properties of polygons inscribed in
others to reveal some general facts. In this frame it is natural to introducethe class
of conjugate polygonswith respect to a point, which generalize the idea of thepre-
ceviantriangle, having for vertices theharmonic associatesof a point [12, p.100].
Then I discuss some properties of them, which in the case of quadrangles relate the
inscription-problem to the Newton line of their associatedcompletequadrilateral
(in this sense I speak of theNewton line of the quadrangle[13, p.169], [6, p.76],
[3, p.69], [4], [7]). After this preparatory discussion I turn to the examination of
the case of quadrangles and prove a characteristic property of their Newton line
(§5, Theorems 11, 14).

2. Periodic polygon with respect to another

Consider two closed polygonsa = A1 · · ·An andb = B1 · · ·Bn and pick a
point C1 on sideA1A2 of the first. From this draw a parallel to sideB1B2 of
the second polygon until it hits sideA2A3 to a pointC2 (see Figure 1). Continue
in this way picking pointsCi on the sides of the first polygon so thatCiCi+1 is
parallel to sideBiBi+1 of the second polygon (indicesi > n are reduced modulo
n if corresponding pointsXi are not defined). In the last step draw a parallel to
BnB1 from Cn until it hits the initial sideA1A2 at a pointCn+1. I call polygon
c = C1 · · ·Cn+1 parallel tob inscribed ina and starting atC1. In general polygon
c is not closed. It can even have self-intersections and/or some side(s) degenerate to
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Figure 1. Inscribing a polygon

points (identical with vertices ofa). One can though create a corresponding closed
polygon by extending segmentCnCn+1 until to hit C1C2 at a pointZ. Polygon
ZC2 · · ·Cn has sides parallel to corresponding sides ofB1 · · ·Bn. Obviously tri-
angleCn+1ZC1 has fixed angles and remains similar to itself if the place of the
starting pointC1 changes onA1A2. Besides one can easily see that the function
expressing the coordinatey of Cn+1 in terms of the coordinatex of C1 is a linear
oney = ax + b. This implies that pointZ moves on a fixed lineL ([10, Tome 2,
p. 10]) as pointC1 changes its position on lineA1A2 (see Figure 1). This in turn
shows that there is, in general, a unique place forC1 on sideA1A2 such that points
Cn+1, C1 coincide and thus define aclosedpolygonC1 · · ·Cn inscribed in the first
polygon and having its sides parallel to corresponding sides of the second. This
place forC1 is of course the intersection pointZ0 of line L with sideA1A2. In the
exceptional case in whichL is parallel toA1A2 there is no such polygon. By the
way notice that, for obvious reasons, in the case of triangles lineL passes through
the vertex opposite to sideA1A2.
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Figure 2. The triangle case

This example shows that the answer to next question is not in general in the af-
firmative. The question is: Under which conditions for the two polygons is line
L identical with sideA1A2, so that the above procedure produces always closed
polygonsC1 · · ·Cn? If this is the case then I say that polygonB1 · · ·Bn is periodic
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with respect toA1 · · ·An. Below it will be shown that this condition is independent
of the sideA1A2 selected. If it is satisfied by starting pointsC1 on this side and
drawing a parallel toB1B2 then it is satisfied also by picking the starting pointCi

on sideAiAi+1, drawing a parallel toBiBi+1 and continuing in this way.
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Figure 3. B1B2B3B4 periodic with respect toA1A2A3A4

There are actually plenty of examples of pairs of polygons satisfying the period-
icity condition. For instance take an arbitrary quadrangleA1A2A3A4 and consider
its dual quadrangleB1B2B3B4, created through the intersections of its sides with
the lines joining the intersection of its diagonals with the two intersection points
of its pairs of opposite sides (see Figure 3). For every pointC1 on A1A2 the pro-
cedure described above closes and defines a quadrangleC1C2C3C4 inscribed in
A1A2A3A4 and having its sides parallel toB1B2B3B4. This will be shown to
be a consequence of Theorem 11 in combination with Proposition 16. It should
be noticed though that periodicity, as defined here, is a relation dependingon the
orderedsets of vertices of two polygons.B1 · · ·Bn can be periodic with respect to
A1 · · ·An butB2 · · ·BnB1 not. Figure 4 displays such an example.
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Figure 4. B2B3B4B1 not periodic with respect toA1A2A3A4
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To handle the question in a systematic way I introduce some structure into the
problem, which obviously is affinely invariant ([1], [2, vol.I, pp.32–66], [5]). I
will consider the correspondenceC1 7−→ Cn+1 as the restriction on lineA1A2 of
a globally defined affine transformationG1 and investigate the properties of this
map. Figure 5 shows how transformationG1 is constructed. It is the composition
of affine reflectionsFi ([5, p. 203]). The affine reflectionFi has itsaxisalongAiYi

which is the harmonic conjugate line ofAiXi with respect to the two adjacent
sidesAi−1Ai, AiAi+1 at Ai. Its conjugate directionis AiXi which is parallel to
sideBi−1Bi. By its definition mapFi corresponds to each pointX the pointY
such that the line-segmentXY is parallel to the conjugate directionAiXi and has
its middle on the axisAiYi of the map.
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Figure 5. An affine transformation

The mapG1 = F1◦Fn◦Fn−1◦· · ·◦F2 is a globally defined affine transformation,
which on lineA1A2 coincides with correspondenceC1 7−→ Cn+1. I call it the first
recycler ofb in a. LineA1A2 remains invariant byG1 as a whole and each solution
to our problem havingC1 = Cn+1 represents a fixed point ofG1. Thus, if there
are more than one solutions, then lineA1A2 will remain pointwise fixed under
G1. Assume now thatG1 leaves lineA1A2 pointwise fixed. Then it is either an
affine reflection or ashear([5, p.203]) or it is the identity map, since these are
the only affine transformations fixing a whole line and having determinant±1.
SinceG1 is a product of affine reflections, its kind depends only on the number
n of sides of the polygon. Thus forn even it is a shear or the identity map and
for n odd it is an affine reflection. Forn even it is shown by examples that both
cases can happen: mapG1 can be a shear as well as the identity. In the second
case I callB1 · · ·Bn strongly periodicwith respect toA1 · · ·An. The strongly
periodic case delivers closed polygonsD1 · · ·Dn with sides parallel to those of
B1 · · ·Bn and the position ofD1 can be arbitrary. To construct such polygons
start with an arbitrary pointD1 of the plane and defineD2 = F2(D1), D3 =
F3(D2), · · · , Dn = Fn(Dn−1). The previous example of the dual of a quadrangle
is a strongly periodic one (see Figure 6).
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Figure 6. Strongly periodic case

Another case delivering many strongly periodic examples is that of a square
A1A2A3A4 and the inscribed in it quadrangleB1B2B3B4, resulting by projecting
an arbitrary point X on the sides of the square (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Strongly periodic case II

Analogously toG1 one can define the affine mapG2 = F2◦F1◦Fn◦Fn−1◦· · ·◦
F3, which I callsecond recycler ofb in a. This does the same work in constructing
a polygonD2 · · ·DnD1 inscribed inA1 · · ·An and with sides parallel to those of
B2 · · ·BnB1 but now the starting pointD2 is to be taken on sideA2A3, whereas the
sides will be parallel successively toB2B3, B3B4, · · · . Analogously are defined
the affine mapsGi, i = 3, · · · , n (i-th recycler ofb in a). It follows immediately
from their definition thatGi are conjugate to each other. Obviously, since theFi

are involutive, we haveG2 = F2 ◦G1 ◦F2 and more generalGk = Fk ◦Gk−1 ◦Fk.
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Thus, if there is a fixed pointX1 of G1 on sideA1A2, thenX2 = F2(X1) will be
a fixed point ofG2 on A2A3 and more generalXk = Fk ◦ · · · ◦ F2(X1) will be
a fixed point ofGk on sideAkAk+1. Corresponding property will be also valid in
the caseA1A2 remains pointwise fixed underG1. Then every sideAkAk+1 will
remain fixed under the correspondingGk. The discussion so far is summarized in
the following proposition.

Proposition 1. (1) Given two closed polygonsa = A1 · · ·An andb = B1 · · ·Bn

there is in the generic case only one closed polygonc = C1 · · ·Cn having its vertex
Ci on sideAiAi+1 and its sidesCiCi+1 parallel to BiBi+1 for i = 1, · · · , n. If
there are two such polygons then there are infinite many and their corresponding
point C1 can be an arbitrary point ofA1A2. In this caseb is called periodic with
respect toa.

(2) Using the sides of polygonsa and b one can construct an affine transfor-
mationG1 leaving invariant the sideA1A2 and having the property:b is periodic
with respect toa precisely whenG1 leaves sideA1A2 pointwise fixed.

(3) In the periodic case, ifn is odd thenG1 is an affine reflection with axis
(mirror) line A1A2 and ifn is even then it is a shear with axisA1A2 or the identity
map. In the last caseb is called strongly periodic with respect toa.
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Figure 8. Periodic pentagons

Figure 8 shows a periodic case forn = 5. The figure shows also a typical pair
Y = G1(X) of points related by the affine reflectionG1 resulting in this case.

3. Conjugate polygon

Given a closed polygona = A1 · · ·An and a pointP not lying on the side-lines
of a, consider for eachi = 1, . . . , n the harmonic conjugate lineAiXi of line AiP
with respect to the two adjacent sides ofa at Ai. The polygonb = B1 · · ·Bn

having sides these lines is calledconjugate ofa with respect toP . The definition
generalizes the idea of theprecevian triangleof a trianglea = A1A2A3 with
respect to a pointP , which is the triangleB1B2B3 having vertices theharmonic
associatesBi of P with respect toa ([12, p.100]).
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Figure 9. Conjugate quadrangle with respect to P

Proposition 2. Given a closed polygona = A1 · · ·An with n odd and a pointP
not lying on its side-lines, letb = B1 · · ·Bn be the conjugate polygon ofa with
respect toP . Then the transformationG1 is an affine reflection the axis of which
passes throughP and its conjugate direction is that of lineA1A2.

Y

A2

P

A3X A1 Z

Figure 10.G1 is an affine reflection

That pointP remains fixed underG1 is obvious, sinceG1 is a composition of
affine reflections all of whose axes pass throughP . From this, using the preserva-
tion of proportions by affinities and the invariance ofA1A2 follows also the that
the parallels toA1A2 remain also invariant underG1. Let us introduce coordinates
(x, y) with origin atP andx-axis parallel toA1A2. ThenG1 has a representation
of the form{x′ = ax + by, y′ = y}. Since its determinant is−1 it follows that
a = −1. Thus, on every liney = y0 parallel toA1A2 the transformation acts
throughx′ = −x + by0 ⇔ x′ + x = by0, showing that the action on liney = y0 is
a point symmetry at pointZ with coordinates(by0/2, y0), which remains also fixed
by G1 (see Figure 10). Then the whole linePZ remains fixed byG1, thus showing
it to be an affine reflection as claimed. The previous proposition completely solves
the initial problem of inscription for conjugate polygons withn sides andn odd.
In fact, as noticed at the beginning, such an inscription possibility corresponds to
a fixed point of the mapG1 and this has a unique such point onA1A2. Thus we
have next corollary.
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Corollary 3. If b = B1 · · ·Bn is the conjugate of the closed polygona = A1 · · ·An

with respect to a pointP not lying on its side-lines andn is odd, then there is ex-
actly one closed polygonC1 · · ·Cn with Ci ∈ AiAi+1 for everyi = 1, · · · , n and
sides parallel to corresponding sides ofb. In particular, for n odd there are no
periodic conjugate polygons.

The analogous property for conjugate polygons andn even is expressed by the
following proposition.

Proposition 4. Given a closed polygona = A1 · · ·An with n even and a pointP
not lying on its side-lines, letb = B1 · · ·Bn be the conjugate polygon ofa with
respect toP . Then the transformationG1 either is a shear the axis of which is the
parallel to sideA1A2 throughP , or it is the identity map.

The proof, up to minor changes, is the same with the previous one, so I omit it.
The analogous corollary distinguishes now two cases, the second corresponding to
G1 being the identity. Periodicity and strong periodicity coincide whenn is even
and whenb is the conjugate ofa with respect to some point.

Corollary 5. If b = B1 · · ·Bn is the conjugate of the closed polygona = A1 · · ·An

with respect to a pointP not lying on its side-lines andn is even, then there is ei-
ther no closed polygonC1 · · ·Cn with Ci ∈ AiAi+1 for everyi = 1, · · · , n and
sides parallel to corresponding sides ofb, or b is strongly periodic with respect to
a.

Remark.Notice that the existence of even one fixed point not lying on the par-
allel to A1A2 throughP (the axis of the shear) imply thatG1 is the identity or
equivalently, the corresponding conjugate polygon is strongly periodic.

The next propositions deal with some properties of conjugate polygons needed,
in the case of quadrangles, in relating the periodicity to the Newton’s line.
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Figure 11. Fixed pointO

Lemma 6. Let {ABC, D, e} be correspondingly a triangle, a point and a line.
Consider a variable line throughD intersecting sidesAB, BC correspondingly
at pointsE, F . Let G be the middle ofEF andP the intersection point of lines
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e andBG. Let furtherCL be the harmonic conjugate of lineCP with respect to
CA, CB. Then the parallel toCL fromF passes through a fixed pointO.

To prove the lemma introduce affine coordinates with axes along lines{BC, e}
and origin atJ , whereI = e ∩ CA, J = e ∩ CB (see Figure 11). The points on
line e are:M = e ∩ AB, N = e ∩ (||BC, D), H = e ∩ DE, Q = e ∩ (||DE, B),
where the symbol(||XY, Z) means:the parallel toXY from Z. Denote abscis-
sas/ordinates by the small letters corresponding to labels of points, with the excep-
tions of a = DN , the abscissax of F and the ordinatey of K. The following
relations are easily deduced.

h =
hx

x + a
, q = b

h

x
, p =

mq

2q − m
, l =

pi

2p − i
, y =

lx

c
.

Successive substitutions produce a homographic relation between variablesx, y:

p1x + p2y + p3xy = 0,

with constants(p1, p2, p3), which is equivalent to the fact that lineFK passes
through pointO with coordinates(−p2

p3
,−p1

p3
).
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Figure 12. Sides through fixed points

Lemma 7. Let {A1 · · ·An, C1, e} be correspondingly a closed polygon, a point
on sideA1A2 and a line. Consider a pointP varying on linee and the corre-
sponding conjugate polygonb = B1 · · ·Bn. Construct the parallel tob polygon
c = C1 · · ·Cn+1 starting atC1. AsP varies one, every side of polygonc passes
through a corresponding fixed point.

The proof results by inductively applying the previous lemma to each side ofc,
starting with sideC1C2, which by assumption passes throughC1 (see Figure 12).
Next prove that sideC2C3 passes through a pointO23 by applying previous lemma
to the triangle with sidesA1A2, A2A3, A3A4 and by takingC1 to play the role ofD
in the lemma. Then apply the lemma to the triangle with sidesA2A3, A3A4, A4A5

taking forD the fixed pointO23 of the previous step. There results a fixed point
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O34 through which passes sideC3C4. The induction continues in the obvious way,
using in each step the fixed point obtained in the previous step, thereby completing
the proof.

Lemma 8. Let {A1 · · ·An, C1, e} be correspondingly a closed polygon, a point
on sideA1A2 and a line. Consider a pointP varying on linee, the corresponding
conjugate polygonb = B1 · · ·Bn and the corresponding parallel tob polygon
c = C1 · · ·Cn+1 starting atC1. Then the correspondenceP 7−→ Cn+1 is either
constant or a projective one from linee onto lineA1A2.

Assume that the correspondence is not a constant one. Proceed then by applying
the previous lemma and using the fixed pointsO23, O34, · · · through which pass the
sides of the inscribed polygonsc asP varies on linee. It is easily shown induc-
tively that correspondencesf1 : P 7→ C2, f2 : P 7→ C3, . . . , fn : P 7→ Cn+1

are projective maps between lines. Thatf1 is a projectivity is a trivial calculation.
Map f2 is the composition off1 and the perspectivity between linesA3A2, A3A4

from O23, hence also projective. Mapf3 is the composition off2 and the perspec-
tivity between linesA4A3, A4A5 from O34, hence also projective. The proof is
completed by the obvious induction.

4. The case of parallelograms

The only quadrangles not possessing a Newton line are the parallelograms. For
these though the periodicity question is easy to answer. Next two propositions show
that parallelograms are characterized by the strong periodicity of their conjugates
with respect toeverypoint not lying on their side-lines.
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C4 A2

P

Figure 13. Parallelograms and periodicity

Proposition 9. For every parallelograma = A1A2A3A4 and every pointP not
lying on its side-lines the corresponding conjugate quadrangleb = B1B2B3B4 is
strongly periodic.

The proposition (see Figure 13) is equivalent to the property of the correspond-
ing first recyclerG1 to be the identity. To prove this it suffices to show thatG1 fixes
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a point not lying on the parallel toA1A2 throughP (see the remark after corollary
5 of previous paragraph). In the case of parallelograms however it is easily seen
thata is the parallelogram of the middles of the sides of the conjugatesb.
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Figure 14.C1 fixed byG1

In fact, letb = B1B2B3B4 be the conjugate ofa with respect toP and consider
the intersection pointsC1, C2, · · · of the sidesA1A2, A2A3, · · · of the parallelo-
gram correspondingly with linesPB1, PB2, . . . (see Figure 14). The bundles of
lines A1(B1, P, C1, A4) at A1 andA2(B1, P, C1, A3) at A2 are harmonic by the
definition ofb. Besides their three first rays intercept on linePB1 correspondingly
the same three pointsB1, P, C1 hence the fourth harmonic of these three points is
the intersection point of their fourth raysA1A4, A2A3, which is the point at infin-
ity. ConsequentlyC1 is the middle ofPB1. The analogous property forC2, C3, C4

implies that quadranglec = C1C2C3C4 has its sides parallel to those ofb and con-
sequently linesPAi are the medians of trianglesPBi−1Bi. Thus pointB1 is a
fixed point ofG1 not lying on its axis, consequentlyG1 is the identity.

Proposition 10. If for every pointP not lying on the side-lines of the quadrangle
a = A1A2A3A4 the corresponding conjugate quadrangleb = B1B2B3B4 is
strongly periodic, thena is a parallelogram.
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Figure 15. Parallelogram characterization
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This is seen by taking forP the intersection point of the diagonals of the quad-
rangle. Consider then the parallel tob polygon starting atA2. By assumption this
must be closed, thus defining a triangleA2C3C4 (see Figure 15). The middles
D1, D2 of the sides of the triangle are by definition on the diagonalA1A3, which
is parallel toC3C4. Thus the diagonalA1A3 is parallel to the conjugate direction
of the other diagonalA2A4, consequentlyP is the middle ofA1A3. Working in the
same way with sideA2A3 and the recyclerG2 it is seen thatP is also the middle
of A2A4, hence the quadrangle is a parallelogram.

5. A property of the Newton line

By the convention made above theNewton lineof a quadrangle, which is not
a parallelogram, is the line passing through the middles of the diagonals of the
associatedcompletequadrilateral. In this paragraph I assume that the quadrangle
of reference is not a parallelogram, thus has a Newton line. The points of this line
are then characterized by having their corresponding conjugate quadrangle strongly
periodic.

Theorem 11. Given a non-parallelogramic quadranglea = A1A2A3A4 and a
pointP on its Newton-line, the corresponding conjugate quadrangleb = B1B2B3B4

with respect toP is strongly periodic.

Before starting the proof I supply two lemmata which reduce the periodicity
condition to a simpler geometric condition that can be easily expressed in projec-
tive coordinates.

A

B

C

E

F

D P

STR

G

F'

E'

Newton-line

Figure 16. A fixed point

Lemma 12. Leta = EE′FF ′ be a quadrangle with diagonalsEF, E′F ′ and cor-
responding middles on themD, A. Draw fromA parallelsAB, AC correspond-
ingly to sidesFF ′, F ′E intersecting the diagonalEF correspondingly at points
B, C. For every pointP on the Newton-lineAD of the quadrangle linesPE, PF
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intersect correspondingly linesAC, AB at pointsS, T . LineST intersects the di-
agonalEF always at the same pointR, which is the harmonic conjugate of the
intersection pointG of the diagonals with respect toB, C.

The proof is carried out using barycentric coordinates with respect to triangle
ABC. Then pointsD, E, F , . . . on lineBC are represented using the correspond-
ing small letters for parametersD = B +dC, E = B + eC, F = B + fC, . . . (see
Figure 16). In additionP is represented through a parameterp in P = D + pA.
First we calculateE′, F ′ in terms of these parameters:

E′ = (f + g + 2fg)A − fB − (fg)C,

F ′ = (g − f)A + fB + fgC.

Then the coordinates ofS, T are easily shown to be:

S = pA + (d − e)C,

T = (pf)A + (f − d)B.

From these the intersection pointR of line ST with BC is seen to be:

R = (d − f)B + (f(d − e))C.

This shows thatR is independent of the value of parameterp hence the same for
all pointsP on the Newton-line. Some more work is needed to verify the claim
about its precise location on lineAB. For this the parallelismEF ′ to AC and the
fact thatD is the middle ofEF are proved to be correspondingly equivalent to the
two conditions:

g =
f(1 + e)

1 + f
, d =

f(e + 1) + e(f + 1)

(e + 1) + (f + 1)
.

These imply in turn the equation

g =
f(e − d)

d − f
,

which is easily shown to translate to the fact thatR is the harmonic conjugate ofG
with respect toB, C.

Lemma 13. Let a = ABCD be a quadrangle with diagonalsAC, BD and cor-
responding middles on themM, N . Draw from M parallels ME, MF corre-
spondingly to sidesAB, AD intersecting the diagonalBD at pointsE, F . Let
P be a point of the Newton-lineMN andS, T correspondingly the intersections
of line-pairs(PB, ME), (PD, MF ). The conjugate quadrangle ofP is periodic
precisely when the harmonic conjugate ofAP with respect toAB, AD is parallel
to ST .

In fact, consider the transformationG1 = F4 ◦ F3 ◦ F2 ◦ F1 composed by the
affine reflections with corresponding axesPC, PD, PA, PB. By the discussion
in the previous paragraph, the periodicity of the conjugate quadrilateral toP is
equivalent toG1 being the identity. SinceG1 is a shear and acts onBC in general
as a translation by a vectorv to show thatv = 0 it suffices to show that it fixes
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Figure 17. Equivalent problem

an arbitrary point onBC. This criterion applied to pointC means that forT ′ =
F2(C), S′ = F3(T

′) pointC ′ = F4(S
′) is identical withC (see Figure 17). Since

T, S are the middles ofCT ′, CS′, this implies the lemma.
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N(0,c,b)
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E(0,a+b,b)

R

S
T Q(t,0,1)

U

Q'

Figure 18. Representation in coordinates

Proof of the theorem: Because of the lemmata 12 and 13 one can consider the
variable pointP not as an independent point varying on the Newton-lineMN but
as a construct resulting by varying a line throughR which is the harmonic con-
jugate of the intersection pointG of the diagonals with respect toE, F . Such a
line intersects the parallelsME, MF to sidesAB, AD at S, T and determinesP
as intersection of linesBS, DT . Consider the coordinates defined by the projec-
tive basis (see Figure 18){A(1, 0, 0), B(0, 1, 0), D(0, 0, 1), M(1, 1, 1)}. Assume
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further that the line at infinity is represented by an equation in the form

ax + by + cz = 0.

Then all relevant points and lines of the figure can be expressed in terms of the
constants(a, b, c). In particular

ax − (a + c)y + cz = 0, ax + by − (a + b)z = 0, (c − b)x + by − cz = 0,

are the equations of linesMF, ME and the Newton-lineMN . PointR has coor-
dinates(0, a′, b′), wherea′ = (c − a − b), b′ = (a + c − b). Assume further that
the parametrization of a line throughR is done by a pointQ(t, 0, 1) on lineAD.
This gives for lineRQ the equationRQ : a′x + (tb′)y − (ta′)z = 0. PointS has
coordinates(a′′, b′′, c′′) wherea′′ = t(a′b−b′(a+b)), b′′ = a′(a+b)−taa′, c′′ =
a′b − tab′. This gives forP the coordinates(ba′′, cc′′ − a′′(c − b), bc′′) and
the coordinates of the intersection pointU of PA with RQ can be shown to be
U = c′′Q − (c + at)Q′, whereQ′(tb′,−a′, 0) is the intersection point ofAB and
RQ. From these follows easily thatU is the middle ofQQ′ showing the claim
according to Lemma 13.

Theorem 14. For a non-parallelogramic quadranglea = A1A2A3A4 only the
pointsP on its Newton-line have the corresponding conjugate quadrangleb =
B1B2B3B4 strongly periodic.

The previous theorem guarantees that all points of the Newton line have a strongly
periodic corresponding conjugate polygonb. Assume now that there is an addi-
tional pointP0, not on the Newton line, which has also a strongly periodic cor-
responding conjugate polygon. In addition fix a pointC1 on A1A2. Take then a
point P1 on the Newton line and consider linee = P0P1. By Lemma 8 the corre-
spondencef : e → A1A2 sending to each pointP ∈ e the end-pointCn+1 of the
polygon parallel to the conjugateb of a with respect toP starting at a fixed point
C1 is either a constant or a projective map. Sincef takes for two pointsP0, P1

the same value (namelyf(P0) = f(P1) = C1) this map is constant. Hence the
whole linee consists of points having corresponding conjugate polygon strongly
periodic. This implies that any point of the plane has the same property. In fact,
for an arbitrary pointQ consider a lineeQ passing throughQ and intersectinge
and the Newton line at two pointsQ0 andQ1. By the same reasoning as before we
conclude that all points of lineeQ have corresponding conjugate polygons strongly
periodic, henceQ has the same property. By Proposition 10 of the preceding para-
graph it follows that the quadrangle must be a parallelogram, hence a contradiction
to the hypothesis for the quadrangle.

6. The dual quadrangle

In this paragraph I consider a non-parallelogramic quadranglea = A1A2A3A4

and itsdualquadrangleb = B1B2B3B4, whose vertices are the intersections of the
sides of the quadrangle with the lines joining the intersection point of its diagonals
with the intersection points of its two pairs of opposite sides. After a preparatory
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lemma, Proposition 16 shows thatb is the conjugate polygon with respect to an
appropriate point on the Newton line, henceb is strongly periodic.

Lemma 15. Leta = A1A2A3A4 be a quadrangle and with diagonals intersecting
at E. Let also{F, G} be the two other diagonal points of its associated complete
quadrilateral. Let alsob = B1B2B3B4 be the dual quadrangle ofa.
(1) LineEG intersects the parallelA4N to the sideB1B4 of b at its middleM .
(2) SideB1B2 of b intersects the segmentMN at its middleO.

F

M

G

E
N

O

A1

A2 A3

A4
B1

B2

B3

B4

Figure 19. Dual property

MN/MA4 = 1, since Menelaus theorem applied to triangleA1NA4 with se-
cant lineB1B3G gives(B1N/B1A1)(MA4/MN)(GA1/GA4) = 1. ButB1N/B1A1 =
B4A4/B4A1 = GA4/GA1. Later equality because(B4, G) are harmonic conju-
gate to(A1, A4). Also ON/OM = 1, since the bundleB1(B2, B4, E, F ) is har-
monic. Thus the parallelNM to line B1B4 of the bundle is divided in two equal
parts by the other three rays of the bundle.

P

Q

G

N O

R

S

T
U

V

W

E

A3

B1

B2

B3

B4

A2

A1

D3

D1

F

A4

M

Figure 20. Dual is strongly periodic

Proposition 16. Let a = A1A2A3A4 be a quadrangle and with diagonals in-
tersecting atE. Let also{F, G} be the two other diagonal points of its cor-
responding complete quadrilateral and{P, Q, R} the middles of the diagonals
{A2A4, A1A3, FG} contained in the Newton line of the quadrilateral. Letb =
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B1B2B3B4 be the dual quadrangle ofa
(1)The four medians{A1D1, A2D2, A3D3, A4D4} of triangles{A1B1B4, A2B2B1,
A3B3B2, A4B4B3} respectively meet at a pointS on the Newton line.
(2) S is the harmonic conjugate of the diagonal middleR with respect to the two
others(P, Q).

Start with the intersection pointT of diagonalB2B4 with line A1R (see Figure
20). Draw fromT line TV parallel to sideA1A2 intersecting sideA3A4 at U.
Since the bundleF (V, T, U, A1) is harmonic andTV is parallel to rayFA1 of it
pointU is the middle ofTV . SinceA4(A1, W, T, R) is a harmonic bundle andR is
the middle ofFG, its rayA4T is parallel toFG. It follows thatA4TFV is a paral-
lelogram. ThusU is the middle ofA4F , hence the initial parallelTV to lineA1A2

passes through the middles of segments having one end-point atA4 and the other
on lineA1A2. Among them it passes through the middles of{A1A4, A4N, A4A2}
the last beingP the middle of the diagonalA2A4. Extend the medianA1D1 of
triangleA1B1B4 to intersect the Newton line atS. BundleA1(P, Q, S, R) is har-
monic. In fact, using Lemma 15 it is seen that it has the same traces on lineTV
with those of the harmonic bundleE(P, A1, M, T ). ThusS is the harmonic con-
jugate ofR with respect to(P, Q).

Remarks.(1) Poncelet in a preliminary chapter [10, Tome I, p. 308] to his cele-
bratedporism(see [2, Vol. II, pp. 203–209] for a modern exposition) examined
the idea ofvariablepolygonsb = B1 · · ·Bn havingall but oneof their vertices on
fixed lines (sides of another polygon) and restricted by having their sidesto pass
through corresponding fixed pointsE1, · · · , En. Maclaurin had previously shown
that in the case of triangles (n = 3) the free vertex describes a conic([11, p. 248]).
This generalizes to polygons with arbitrary many sides. If the fixed points through
which pass the variable sides arecollinear then the free vertex describes a line ([10,
Tome 2, p. 10]). This is the case here, since the fixed points are the points on the
line at infinity determining the directions of the sides of the inscribed polygons.

(2) In fact one could formulate the problem handled here in a somewhat more
general frame. Namely consider polygons inscribed in a fixed polygona = A1 · · ·An

and having their sides passing through corresponding fixedcollinear points. This
case though can be reduced to the one studied here by a projectivityf sending the
line carrying the fixed points to the line at infinity. The more general problem lives
of course in the projective plane. In this frame the affine reflectionsFi, considered
above, are replaced byharmonic homologies([5, p. 248]). The center of each
Fi is the corresponding fixed pointEi through which passes a sideBiBi+1 of the
variable polygon. The axis of the homology is the polar of this fixed point with
respect to the side-pair(Ai1Ai, AiAi+1) of the fixed polygon. The definitions of
periodicity and the related results proved here transfer to this more general frame
without difficulty.

(3) Though I am speaking all the time about a quadrangle, the property proved in
§5 essentially characterizes the associatedcomplete quadrilateral. If a pointP has
a periodic conjugate with respect to one, out of the three, quadrangles embedded
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in the complete quadrilateral then it has the same property also with respect to the
other two quadrangles embedded in the quadrilateral.
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